Netflix Email
Subject Line: Houston, we have a solution...

With the Mars rover successfully landing this past week, I was inspired to go back and watch
one of my all time favorite space movies, Apollo 13.
I love Tom Hanks (who doesn’t?) and I love this movie!
It’s the true story of three American astronauts who run into some serious trouble while
attempting to land on the moon.
In 1970, when this movie took place, their Saturn V rocket ship was one of the most advanced
pieces of technology on the planet. Entire buildings at NASA were full of refrigerator-sized
computers needed to run the mission.
But when their oxygen tank explodes halfway to the moon they must abort their mission and
figure out how to get back to Earth.
Here’s my favorite part… it wasn’t the storage units full of computers or an entire army of NASA
scientists who had the biggest influence on returning them safely to Earth…
It was Commander James Lovell’s handwritten math calculations that he wrote with pencil while
spinning through space that got them back on course and home safely to Earth.
It was knowing the fundamentals that saved their lives!
This is as true in an epic space adventure as it is in your business, especially when it comes to
email marketing.
You can have the fanciest, most expensive software out there, but if you don’t know the
fundamentals:
-

How to capture emails
How to segment your list
How to set up a drip campaign

And most importantly, how to generate sales from EVERY email you send…
Then you’re just as lost in space as those three astronauts.
But I don’t have the time, knowledge, (enter excuse) to learn the fundamentals!

I hear ya loud and clear Apollo!
That’s why I’ve put together this free email marketing training that will teach you the
fundamentals in less than one week.
>>>Click Here to Get Your Free Training<<<
That’s great, but I don’t have one week! Can’t you just do it for me?
Yes, yes we can!
We offer full consulting and setup for your email marketing needs that will get you up and
running faster than a Saturn V rocket at lift off!
Just click below to book a free consultation call with us!
>>>Click Here to Book a Free Call With Us<<<

-
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